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Organization Profile/Description
Qest is the world leader in bioenergetic and bio-resonance testing. The Qest4 system
communicates with the innate intelligence (or energy, chi, spirit, etc.) through informational
electromagnetic frequency patterns sent out from the system and receives responses from the
body through electrodes. This transference of information through energetic language is how
everything begins to flow correctly. From the simplest organism to the most complex, from the
food we eat to the words we speak, from the clothing we wear to the chemicals in our
environment, everything carries with it the information that makes it unique as well as how it
relates to the whole. With the Qest4 system utilizing this level of communication, practitioners
are able to see the bigger picture. This makes it possible to find causes to issues instead of
endlessly chasing symptoms.
HEALCon Special
$1000 off of your purchase of a Qest4 system! Expires 15 days after HEALCon (Monday, April
26).
Categories
• Bioenergetic Testing Technology
Products to Showcase
The Qest4 and Qest4 Bluetooth systems. These systems are the culmination of over 50 years of
experience and innovation in the field, making Qest4 truly the world-leader in bioenergetic
testing technology. You can see the body as a whole looking at causal issues instead of
endlessly chasing symptoms. Qest4 is the ultimate upgrade to any person or practice looking to
help people in an integrated way. On top of the abilities to help build a practice and address
problems, Qest4 is the only system that offers world-class bioenergetic testing capabilities
without the "nickel and diming". NO monthly, yearly, or update fees... EVER. Multiple trainings
and certifications included in the purchase of your system, along with free support. You are also

given access to our entire master list and software accessories. No need to pay for "upgrades".
You have ALL ACCESS TO EVERYTHING. You couldn't find this complete package anywhere else.
Brochure
(click here to download)
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